
Self Rebuke Mark Jacobson

And Yosef said to his brothers "I am Yosef.. Is my father still alive?" And

the brothers could not respond to him, for they shrank from him in

shame. (Breishis 45:3)

The Beis Halevi asks how could Yosef have questioned whether his

father was alive when Yehudah had just described the grief Yaakov

would suffer if Binyamin were imprisoned? Furthermore why were the

brothers not able to answer this question?

The Midrash comments on this pasuk (Breishis Rabbah 93:10), "Woe is

to us on the day of judgement. Woe is to us on the day of rebuke

.....Yosef was the youngest of the brothers, yet they could not endure

his rebuke. When Hashem comes and rebukes each individual for

what he is, how much more so will he be unable to endure the

rebuke."

The Beis Halevi asks on the Midrash what words of rebuke were being

made by Yosef when revealing his identity and asking if his father was

still alive? Moreover, we must understand why the Midrash places "the

day of judgement" before "the day of rebuke". Lastly, we must clarify

why the Midrash adds an apparently superfluous phrase, "rebukes

each individual for what he is".

The Bais Halevi explains the best method to bring a person to the

recognition of the truth and do teshuva, is by providing the person

with a similar scenario to his own but being performed by another

individual. This will enable the person to judge the actions performed

to the full stringencies of the law.

This idea is brought out in the argument between Yosef and the

brothers. Yehuda who was the one who suggested 22 years earlier to

sell Yosef was now stepping forward and begging Yosef to release
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Would you like to join the Tehilim group and help complete the

entire Sefer Tehilim for people who need our Tefilos? You will be

allocated your chapter Tehilim and you will receive texts when

tehilim are required and updates. If you are interested then please

text 07792222683.

A belated Mazel Tov to Mr & Mrs David Issler on the birth of a

great grandchild.

Mazel Tov to Mr & Mrs Bobby Graham on the occasion this

Shabbos of the Aufruf of their son Yanky.

Please note, next Friday is and the times will change

slightly. Shacharis will be at 7.00am and we will be Davenning

Mincha at the earlier time of 3.30pm (Shabbos commences at

3.35pm)
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Binyamin as he was afraid that Yaakov would die if he went home

without him.

When Yosef heard this argument being put forward he immediately

revealed himself "I am Yosef. Is my father still alive?" i.e. You yourselves

have just spoken of the great concern you have for your father as a

result of me taking Binyomin away from him. You have found me guilty

for the pain and suffering and even death that I will cause to your

father. However, none of you considered the pain and suffering to my

father 22 years ago when you sold me to Egypt?

Thus, "Is my father still alive?" is not an inquisitive type of question. For

as stated, Yosef clearly knew the answer. Rather he was asking a

rhetorical question in a sarcastic tone.

The tremendous success of the rebuke was derived from the fact that

they had paskened this din themselves on Yosef before having it

subsequently thrown back at them. This is what the Midrash means by

each individual being rebuked "for what he is".

We can now also understand why the Midrash states "Woe is to us on

the day of judgement" before "Woe is to us on the day of rebuke".

Hashem first grants a person the opportunity to pasken his own din.

Following on from this Hashem will then rebuke him "for what he is"

according to his own psak.

Rebuke of this sort "for what he is" does not only apply when one

initially paskens the din on another person. Possibly it could also be

found within a single individual as the following Tanna De'Vei Eliyohu

Zuta (chapter 14) demonstrates:

An individual versed in neither Chumash nor Mishna once started

mocking me. I said to him, "My son, what are you going to say to your

Father in Heaven, on your Day of Judgement?" he said to me, "Rabbi, I
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1. What did say had happened to their missing

brother?

2. What did do before revealing himself to his

brothers?

3. Where did want his father and brothers to live?

4. How much money did give to ?

5. Two people named came to Egypt. Who were

they?

6. What question did ask s brothers?

7. What did do with the Egyptian people themselves?

H. What was told to do with two sticks?
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will say, 'I was not granted sufficient understanding and wisdom to

study.' " I then asked him, "What is your job?" He replied, "I am a

fisherman....." So I said to him, "If you are smart enough to obtain flax

and weave it into nets, and cast it into the sea, surely you are smart

enough to study the Torah, about which it is said , "it is very close to

you already in your mouths and in your hearts..." (Devarim 30:14). He

raised his voice and cried. "Do not feel bad," I comforted him.

"Everyone gives the same answer you did. But everyone's jobs

disprove them".

May Hashem grant us the Siyata Dishmaya to ensure all our actions are

consistent, honest and truthful.

And Yosef could no longer hold himself back in front of all that were

standing by him and so he called, “Go out all men from nearby me!”

and no man stood near him when Yosef let his brothers know. And he

gave a cry out with his weeping voice, and the Egyptians heard, and

the house of Pharaoh, and Yosef said to his brothers, “I am Yosef! Is my

father still alive?” And his brothers were not able to answer him

because they were confounded from him. (Breishis 45:1-3)

Yosef took an awful risk by sending away the Egyptians and leaving

himself unprotected before a desperate and dangerous audience.

Why did he do it? The Midrash asks and answers: “Go out all men from

nearby me!” Why did Yosef do this? Rabbi Shmuel Bar Nachman said,

“Yosef put himself in mortal danger, leaving himself without

protection, that his brothers might kill him. After all, no one

As Amazing as Yosef HaTzadik Rabbi Label Lam (Torah.org)

recognized him. So why did he say, “Go out all men from near by

me!”? So said Yosef in his heart, “It is better that I should be killed, only

that I should not embarrass my brothers in front of the Egyptians!”

Amazing! The most powerful instinct in a person is to remain alive and

yet Yosef was willing to risk everything just so as not to embarrass his

brothers. Any doubts we might have had about the purity of his

motive for the torturous game of “cat and mouse” he played with his

brothers were also clarified in those moments before he revealed his

true identity. Not only was not it not done out of cruelty or

callousness but it was certainly based on love and compassion. 1)

He wanted to make sure they had done a complete Teshuva which

can only be determined if they find themselves in the exact same

situation and they react differently. 2) Since they had judged him to

be a false prophet based upon the pronouncements of his dreams,

he needed to see the fulfillment of at least one dream, eleven

bundles bowing down to his, even if he had to manipulate the last

percentage manually.

How did Yosef do it? How did he muster the courage to hold his

ocean of emotions from bursting forth just long enough till the

Egyptians had left? How did he develop the instinct to not shame his

brothers?

Stronger than the reactivity to his own physical pain, having sensitivity

to the feelings of others.

When Reb Moshe Feinstein ztl. was already an elderly man he

was asked as many sages of the Talmud, “Why have you merited

such a long life?” He answered, “I tried my whole life never to

hurt another human being.” The following story illustrates to

what extent this principal was installed into the very psyche of

his being: A group of Yeshiva students were respectfully

escorting the Reb Moshe to a car that was waiting curbside. As

soon as he was in and the door was slammed shut, the driver

started on his way. A few blocks away, Reb Moshe urged the

driver to pull over to the side of the road and stop for a

moment. Once the car halted Reb Moshe opened the car door

and removed his fragile and aged hand from where it was

crushed when the door was shut by one of the students. The

drivers was aghast and so he asked Reb Moshe, “Why didn't the

Rabbi say something back there?” Reb Moshe replied, “If I

would have reacted just then, the poor fellow that closed the

door would never have forgiven himself.” Wow! How can one

ever be prepared enough for such a test!? It's certainly a

principled decision and the work of a lifetime!

That's as amazing as Yosef HaTzadik!


